The Impostor in the Machine

Understanding the motives and mayhem behind impostor emails - and what you can do about it
Impostor Email Is An Emerging Global Threat
The blue portions of the infographic show the wide spread impact of impostor emails worldwide.

Advanced threats are shifting once again, and you and your company will likely become the target of a new type of threat. Carefully planned and researched, impostor emails target specific people in your company. Either you become the target of this attack or you become the unwitting victim. Impostor emails do not use malware or URLs found in typical credential phishing schemes. Most times, this type of attack is not looking to siphon personal or financial information for employees or customers, or reap credit card numbers.

Dubbed “business email compromise” by the FBI, also known as CEO fraud, man-in-the-email, whaling attacks and other unsavory titles, impostor emails are purpose-built to impersonate C-level executives and trick unsuspecting employees. According to the Internet Crime Center (IC3) of the FBI, impostor attacks increased by more than 270% in 2015 alone. Victim companies come from all 50 U.S. states and nearly 80 countries, resulting in more than $2 billion in losses since late 2013.\(^5\)

You may not even know you are a victim of an impostor email right away. Security tool alarms do not go off. There is no ransom note. Your systems continue to run and everything seems like business as usual. That is the point.

Global in scope, impostor emails have grown to target companies both large and small in every part of the world. From New Zealand to Belgium, companies from every industry have suffered tremendous losses.

Here is a small sampling of recent impostor attacks during the last year:

- A Hong Kong subsidiary at Ubiquiti Networks, Inc. discovered that it had made more than $45 million in payments over an extended period to attackers using impostor emails to pose as a supplier.\(^1\)

- Crelan, a Belgian bank recently lost more than $70 million due to impostor emails, discovering the fraud only after the company conducted an internal audit.\(^2\)

- In New Zealand, a higher education provider, TWoA, lost more than $100,000 when their CFO fell victim to an impostor email, believing the payment request came from the organization’s president.\(^3\)

- Luminant Corp., an electric utility company in Dallas, Texas sent a little over $98,000 in response to an email request that they thought was coming from a company executive. Later it was learned that attackers sent an impostor email from a domain name with just two letters transposed.\(^4\)

### The Impostors at Your Gates

Successful impostor emails result from employing a variety of research strategies against your company. Activities may include scouring social media sites and news announcements to rummaging through company trash to learn more about company business, executives, and their direct reports. You may receive cleverly disguised phone calls on a variety of subjects aimed at learning more about your personnel, customers, and suppliers. Understanding your business process and partners is crucial to a successful attack.

Attackers with a sound reconnaissance strategy invest money and time in intelligence gathering. The first step is qualifying a worthy target. If you have many supply partners and executives that frequently travel abroad, your company is the ideal target for an impostor email. Taking advantage of the time difference and the many hours an executive spends in transit and unreachable is key to a successful attack.

---

There are two angles involved with targeting executives. In the case of the always-traveling executive, this is the person attackers study and seek to impersonate. They use every resource available to understand the targets schedule, familiar language, peers, and direct reports. It is very likely your company will receive phone calls to gather more information to learn about suppliers and customers. For example, knowing your company’s travel agency can be valuable information to an attacker.

Often times, the CEO is the always-traveling executive, hence the name CEO fraud. So on the receiving end, a C-level executive with financial authority could be the one that receives the last minute “before I board the plane request” from the CEO. Instructions may include wire transferring a payment to a supplier who happens to be located in the same area the CEO is visiting.

This scenario can easily victimize any executive’s direct reports who routinely process payments. Another ploy involves understanding your suppliers, how they invoice, and using their language, forms, and procedures to, for example, change bank account information for an upcoming payment. If the attackers are successful, you may have been making payments to them for months without ever knowing it.

**How Impostors Fake You Out**

LinkedIn and other social media sites are the “go to” resource for profiling targets and the intended victims. Attackers profile C-level executives by examining content within social media sites, company PR releases and any news articles about the business. From there, social sleuthing efforts uncovers your direct reports. New employees in accounting and finance positions are highly coveted by attackers that use impostor emails. They make the perfect victim for an impostor attack. Being new to the organization, they may not have the innate sense that something may be off with a payment request. They don’t know enough about your suppliers or may be in a rush to make a good impression and not know when to slow down and question a transaction.

Once research on your company and executives is complete, they now have a complete profile of your company. They will also have a good portion of your business relationships outlined and maybe know about a couple of special corporate projects or code names. They have dossiers on most C-level executives, especially those in financial positions; they will know who their direct reports are and what their function is. In the next phase, they pull out the technological trickery designed to impersonate your company, or any executive they deem worthy. Alternatively, they may decide to impersonate one of your regular suppliers or maybe an accounting firm that works with your company.

If attackers intend to impersonate someone inside your company, they may register a domain name that is one or two letters off from yours. This creates a look-alike domain for use in the impostor email along with spoofed email addresses of executives previously profiled. Often times, attackers create domain and email addresses just hours before sending the impostor email. In other cases, they may do the same thing but mimic a supplier or another company such as an accounting or law firm that routinely requests payment from you.
The Impostor Email - Faking It Until They Make It

Attackers may begin contact with your company in a variety of ways. However, it usually boils down to a one shot email or a more conversational approach involving several emails and phone calls.

The One Shot Deal

The one-shot impostor email relies heavily on sending the email at the perfect time. Ideally, attackers time the sending of an impostor email to coincide with their target’s travel schedule. They may already have access to one or more employees’ inboxes in order to pull this off. Attackers lie in wait to take advantage of the most opportune time to approach the victim with an impostor email. The message may come across as urgent, “I need the wire-transfer to be completed before I reach Hong Kong.” On the other hand, it could be more nonchalant “I am just about to board the plane and I almost forgot we need to wire a payment to…”

In many cases, impostor emails go undetected. After all, the emails don’t include malware, URLs or malicious attachments. It is just a simple text message from a domain with no reputation score. Sometimes messages may even include, “Sent on my iPad” or something similar in the signature line to help disguise poor grammar typically found in impostor emails coming from another country.

Wealth management and investment firms are also targets of the one-shot approach. In this case, it involves targeting high net worth investors with substantial equities. Their financial advisor then becomes the victim. Attackers zero-in on wealthy investors, in the same way they target C-level executives. They profile investors and learn about their financial connections to help them make a falsified wire transfer request appear legitimate.

Another example of the one-time impostor email does not necessarily ask for a wire transfer but may ask for sensitive information in quick one-liner emails. For example, an impostor email that is currently circulating asks for employee W2s under the guise of a “wage review”. This type of email may target a C-level human resources executive by sending an impostor email requesting the W2s to one or more of their direct reports.

The Conversationalist

Sometimes impostor email unfold over an extended period. In this approach, the target could be an executive involved with M&A activity, new products, or strategic partnerships. In this case, attackers create an impostor email as the way to inform the victim about an upcoming acquisition, partnership, or other hush-hush project calling for an upcoming wire transfer. These impostor emails usually ask for secrecy and discretion in performing the wire transfer as it involves a top-secret company activity. Impostor emails appear credible, often citing closely held project details or company code names. In this case, the impostor lures the victim into doing their bidding under a veil of secrecy.

The conversationalist may also imitate a supplier and start out an innocent-seeming conversation about the latest invoice status. If answered, the conversation can quickly grow into changing bank account information. Sometimes, impostor
emails contain fictitious email conversations between key executives to back-up their need for a wire transfer. If the victim has not caught on to the ruse and the spoofed email addresses and requests look legitimate enough, impostor emails can silently siphon funds from your company over an extended period.

What makes the conversationalist threat brazen is that it often includes a phone call to get past policies requiring verbal confirmation of payment requests. In some cases, the impostor email may include contact information for a third party, for example, a person that supposedly works at your company’s accounting or law firm to contact for further instructions. Contact phone numbers are then set-up in anticipation of a follow-up call. Attackers may preemptively call ahead of time to let the victim know the request is coming. This commonly takes place during non-work hours when an attacker may know that the target executive is abroad, in transit, or otherwise not reachable.

Dealing with the Impossible Impostor

There are a number of approaches to take to protect your company against impostor emails. While these measures are helpful, they are not a cure-all defense against the determined impostor.

Security Awareness Training

Training tops the list of strategies to combat against these type of attacks. This can range from a friendly email reminder to look twice at any payment request, to online classes designed to help employees spot an impostor email. Typically, training comprises how to examine email addresses for authenticity and being aware of emails calling for secrecy or acting quickly.

While training should always be an integral part of a security program, adding another facet to an already long list of things employees need to pay attention to is not very impactful. Especially, when considering these impostor emails are highly targeted to take advantage of executive travel schedules and specific knowledge about the company and personnel.

Authentication Standards

DMARC and DKIM filters out some impostor emails, but not all. DMARC is a relatively new standard and many regional ISPs are still in the planning stages of implementation, so usage is inconsistent across geographies. It also cannot protect against attackers using display name spoofing, similar sounding domains, or DNS servers publishing phony routing information.

Sender Policy Framework (SPF) will cut down on some variants of email spoofing, but it cannot detect impostor emails that come from an intentionally misspelled domain.

Improve Payment Verification Procedures

Establishing increased policies around payments is another way companies seek to protect themselves from impostor emails. The FBI suggests implementing a two-step verification process that includes checks via phone calls. Using encrypted email can also help ensure employees are communicating with intended parties.

Improving payment policies can definitely help, but it may not guard against the determined impostor who set-up dedicated phone numbers for verification or reaches out to employees with authentic sounding follow-up calls. It also may fail when dealing with employees who are new, in a hurry, or have a situation that does not conform to policy guidelines.
Defenses Against Impostor Mayhem

Impostor emails are a result of attackers shifting tactics to evade security solutions that are designed to detect malware attachments and malicious URLs. It is important to remember that impostor emails are one-off emails, not an attack campaign like Dridex. Therefore, while impostor emails happen in just about every country, their actual numbers are very small. Lack of volume makes it easier for impostor emails to get to your employees since traditional defenses generally require a sample before they are able to detect these emails.

The best way to safeguard your company against impostor emails is a combination of improving corporate policies and using a next-generation email security solution. Companies need to adopt solutions that do not solely depend on reputation and basic email filtering. With granular controls, next-generation email solutions can identify and quarantine impostor emails before they ever reach an employee’s inbox. Only then, can you significantly reduce the mayhem this type of threat brings to your organization.

Learn more

Learn more about how Enterprise Protection from Proofpoint can help you effectively block impostor emails and stop them before they ever reach your employees, please visit.
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